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1. Introduction
Wicked problems and social complexity abound in our globalizing, ever
more complex society [6]. Wicked problems, such as many socioeconomic and environmental issues, cannot be solved in traditional ways,
as no perfect solution can be found. Also, the understanding of the problem evolves as the solution is being worked on, but no clear agreement on
what the real problem is can be reached. The only way to seriously address
these problems is by examining a wide range of possible solutions, argumentations, and viewpoints by as many stakeholders as possible [13, 6].
Classical organizations, like governments and official scientific bodies, are
no longer capable of representing these interests on their own. New forms
of agile social structures are needed, covering a wide spectrum of public
interests instead of limited national or organizational interests.
Communities, as cornerstones of civil society, play a key role in representing the public interest. They do for the public good what markets do on
behalf of aggregated private interests [4]. Communities have discovered
the bottom-up use of cyberspace, a space of distributed power, as a way to
transform society [16], making them important catalysts of societal
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change. Communities can revitalize public discourse, as Habermas, for instance, argues in his theory of communicative action [8]. A good example
are the conversational practices in numerous and often influential blog
communities [9].
To address the multitude of very complex and interconnected political,
socio-economic and environmental issues, topic communities of experts
and stakeholders play an increasingly important role. These topic communities are often created ad hoc and urgently, requiring their members to
have a unique mix of experience and expertise. They can be characterized
as being interdisciplinary, informal, and of global scope, having an urgent
need for action and often very limited resources. This means that it is crucial that the most relevant experts and stakeholders are discovered at the
lowest possible cost. However, the generation of such communities is far
from trivial. Existing scientific and political frameworks do not suffice to
provide the right experts and stakeholders.
A necessary condition for building high quality collaborative communities is selecting the best possible candidates, who should be leaders in expertise and experience, and have shown a commitment to public debate. A
good place to look for such people is the global blogosphere. In this paper,
we present a socio-technical approach for topic community member selection. It is based on the analysis of large corpora of blog posts to identify
combinations of topics and bloggers likely to be relevant to the goals of the
topic community. The technical module of the approach is based on the
community layer of the tOKo tool for text analysis [2]. The social aspect
consists of a sequence of steps of human interpretation of the subsequent
blog analysis results. The resulting socio-technical process forms a "pragmatic funnel'' leading to a relevant set of candidate topic community members.
In Sect. 2, we introduce our socio-technical approach for topic community member selection. In Sect. 3, we focus on the technical machinery of
the blog analysis. In Sect. 4, we illustrate our approach with a hypothetical,
but realistic case on an urgent worldwide problem: ice cap melting. We
end the paper with a discussion and conclusions.

2. A Socio-Technical Approach for Topic Community
Member Selection
Communities can be important instruments for social knowledge creation
and transformation, able to bridge communication gaps of many kinds
[12]. We define a topic community as a community of interest consisting of
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experts with expertise on and stakeholders with hands-on experience with
the complex focal topic on which the community aims to build in-depth
knowledge. Only such communities can effectively research causes, effects, and solutions of wicked problems, such as global warming, socioeconomic development, and impacts of globalization on local communities, nations, and the world.
In creating such knowledge sharing communities, the focus should, at
least initially, be on creating the conditions for the community to emerge,
rather than on complex issues of responsibility, commitment, and reward
[5]. The importance of this initial stage is recognized in many of the wellknown community life cycle models, which distinguish explicit stages like
planning, potential, forming, and committing [14, 11, 20]. Crucial in this
stage of a knowledge community is that people face similar situations,
problems, and interests without the benefit of a shared practice [22]. The
question thus is: how to recognize which people face similar situations
without them yet being involved together in knowledge sharing activities?
Most knowledge creation communities emerge in an organizational setting. This means that explicit structures, processes, and incentives are present for the community formation stage to take place. In such organizational settings, much experience has already been gathered on how to
cultivate communities of practice, e.g. [23]. For example, pilot schemes
have been proposed to introduce business weblogs in medium and large
enterprises [15].
With topic communities, such a systematic, organization-supported approach does not work. These communities being low on resources and
high on pressure, other approaches are needed to form their initial membership. In this paper, we focus on blog communities as a "substrate" on
which many different topic communities could be grown. The millions of
blogs in the blogosphere contain numerous, often very high quality weblog
conversations: series of interlinked weblog posts and comments on a specific topic, usually not planned, but emerging spontaneously [9]. Also,
multiple tools exist that gather, index, and classify these many resources 4.
Thus, weblogs provide a very important resource of knowledgeable people, experts and stakeholders, who might get involved in a particular topic
community.
Still, despite this potential for mining the blogosphere, these tools provide only crude results, since basically they are based on simple term
searches. This may be sufficient for casting a wide net when looking for
particular terms. However, precision and recall from a point of view of
identifying potentially relevant bloggers as candidates for topic communi4
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ties are totally insufficient. For example, say we are interested in forming a
topic community on studying the dramatic problem of ice cap melting (we
will work out this case in Sect. 4), then some important limitations of such
an approach are that (1) the concept of ice cap melting has many different
surface forms ("melting of the ice caps", "ice sheet melting", ...), which are
not covered with a simple keyword search, (2) there are many related concepts which should also be taken into account when creating a topic community (e.g. it is very likely that blogs treating global warming as a likely
cause of ice cap melting are also relevant) and (3) that many of the results,
especially when using more common terms, provide a large set of unrelated posts, which need to be pruned in order not to pollute the data set.
It will be obvious that a much more sophisticated approach is necessary
to identify a useful set of potential topic community members that is relatively precise. In this paper, we outline a \emph{socio-technical} approach
for topic community member selection. It combines an advanced tool for
community text analysis with human common sense interpretation. We
show how, in a series of analysis and interpretation steps, a plausible set of
potentially relevant topic community members can be detected. The approach consists of the following steps:
1. Preparation
• Definition of topic community purpose
• Selection of focal concept
• Selection of document corpus
2. Concept Exploration
• Exploration of concept network
• Identification of key concepts to be used in ranking of documents
3. Document Exploration
• Operationalization of key concepts in search terms
• Pattern search of documents on key search terms
• Ranking of documents
4. Community Exploration
• Identification of document authors
• Community analysis
oLink analysis
oTrend analysis
• Ranking of document authors
• Interpretation of ranking
The analysis techniques used in these steps are explained in the next
section. In Sect. 4, we explain how these are applied in our socio-technical
approach to potential member selection for a topic community on ice cap
melting.
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3. The Analysis of Digital Traces in Weblog Communities
The most common digital traces an ad hoc community leaves behind are
documents: in particular on-line documents in the form of webpages. The
tool we have used for the analysis of a corpus of documents by a community is called tOKo [3]. tOKo is an open source tool for text analysis, with
support for ontology development and, using the extensions described in
[2], exploring communities.
An example screenshot of tOKo is shown in Fig. 1. The figure shows
the corpus of the case study as described in the next section. In general,
tOKo supports both text analysis with the purpose of developing an ontology, and using an ontology to search in a corpus. The main mechanism to
achieve some level of equivalence between concepts in the ontology and
terms in the corpus, is to interpret a concept as a lexical lemma. For example, if the user defines sea level rise as a concept, tOKo automatically
derives the lexical variations. When the user, thereafter, searches for the
concept sea level rise it will also match the phrases sea level rises, sea
levels rise and consider these as occurrences of the concept sea level rise
in the text.
The figure provides an example of the browsing capabilities in tOKo.
The second browser at the top lists lemmas in the corpus ordered by frequency, selecting a lemma (climate) shows the documents that contain the
lemma in the top left browser. The rightmost browser at the top shows
(possibly) compound terms related to climate change according to a cooccurrence metric.
In other words, the basic dimensions tOKo supports are documents and
terms (and the derived notion of concepts based on lexical variants). For
community analysis, however, these two dimensions are not sufficient. A
framework for community analysis proposed in [2] distinguishes three additional dimensions:
Document A self-contained publication by a member in the community. Examples of documents are a web page, email or weblog post.
Term
A meaningful term used by one or more members of the community.
These terms occur in documents.
Person
A member of the community.
Link
A reference from one document to another document, and implicitly
between the persons who authored the documents.
Time
The date, and possibly time, of publication of a document.
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Fig. 1. tOKo Overview

The person dimension is critical for the present paper as we want to
identify the level of expertise of a person as evidenced by the content of
the digital traces. Links are an additional indicator of possible expertise or
connectedness in a community. A document that is linked by several other
members in the community is likely to be more relevant than a document
that is not linked. Finally, the time dimension can be used to track changes
of the topical focus and to identify various types of trends of term usage.
The framework thus focuses on communities that leave digital traces in
the form of documents, and derives the other dimensions from metadata
(person, time) and content (terms, links). Given a dataset represented
along these dimensions a tOKo user can navigate through it by specifying
one or more initial dimensions, fixating a particular dimension (e.g. focusing on a particular term, person, or time period). Navigating along multiple dimensions makes it possible for the researcher to obtain both an overall view (e.g. what are the most frequent terms used in the community) and
more detailed views (e.g. term usage of a particular member over time).
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4. Case: Selecting Potential Members of a Topic
Community on Ice Cap Melting
tOKo is a powerful toolkit for the analysis of community text corpora.
However, a hammer by itself does not do anything, it needs a work context
in which it is used to create something. In this paper, we present the initial
version of a necessarily much more complex approach that makes optimal
use of the tOKo functionality for community analysis purposes. In this section, we operationalize the conceptual outline of our topic community
member selection approach by demonstrating its possible use in a hypothetical, yet plausible scenario.
4.1 Scenario: Developing a Topic Community on Ice Cap
Melting
Only a few years ago, much scepticism existed about whether global climate change is really happening. At the moment, scientific consensus is
quickly being reached that the situation is even more dramatic than many
had feared and that urgent measures are needed 5. However, the causes and
effects of climate change are still ill-understood, while feasible solutions to
address these issues are even more behind the horizon.
Let us assume that the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) has been commissioned to - as quickly as possible - set up a set of
task groups that focus on studying causes, effects, and possible solutions of
a whole range of climate change-related issues. The task groups are to be
broad in scope, made up of both scientific experts and opinion leaders
from business, governments, NGOs and the general public. Their initial assignment is to come up with lists of practical proposals to be discussed
during the next summit of government leaders. Over time, however, they
should grow into true, collaborative topic communities, being able to
evaluate a broad range of issues and policy recommendations and act as
high-quality sounding boards for policy makers. Since the time for their
setup is very limited, Jane, a senior UNEP official, accesses the Topic
Community Explorer tool.
In the following, we suggest how - a more evolved version of - our socio-technical approach, could be implemented and used in practice.

5
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4.2 Applying the Socio-Technical Approach
1. Preparation
In this stage, the generic topic community member selection approach
is configured for the topic community at hand.
• Definition of topic community purpose
The purpose of the topic community is defined in terms of what the
outcome of the analysis should be (theme, types of knowledge to be
defined, types of experts and stakeholders to be invited, time frame,
and so on). This knowledge is important for the human interpreters
making the decisions about what are interesting concepts and terms
when exploring the corpus, whether the focus is more on long-term
general expertise, or current, very specialized expertise, audience of
the topic community, and so on.
Example: We are interested in those experts and stakeholders who
prominently take part in the online debate and who are well versed
in as many of the causes and effects of ice cap melting as possible,
since general policy recommendations are desired.
• Selection of focal concept
The focal concept should be the key concept related to the purpose
of the community. It should be wide enough to link to many of the
causes, effects, and solutions of the problem for which the topic
community is being established.
Example: The focal concept in our case is simply ice cap melting,
since the task group was being established especially for that purpose. Other topic communities may have more focal concepts, for
each of which an analysis like proposed here can be performed.
• Selection of document corpus
A relevant online document corpus needs to be delineated and retrieved. Issues to be taken into account include: which search engine
to access, what keywords to use, what time period to cover, etc.
Example: Several sites provide a facility to search for blog posts
given a certain query. We selected BlogPulse6 as the engine of
choice. BlogPulse has the advantage that it concentrates on blogs by
persons, whereas Google blog search also includes pages from news
sites.
Blog posts were collected by querying BlogPulse for "ice cap melting" (749 hits) and then retrieving the HTML pages containing the
6
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posts. No further processing of the HTML pages was performed.
That is, we did not attempt to remove the side matter that appears on
most pages (e.g. blogrolls, tag clouds, advertisements, comments,
etc.). One reason is that this is quite a complex operation to implement. A more principled reason is that this side matter often contains
high-quality terms, reflecting the key interests of the poster (e.g. tag
clouds). The resulting corpus of 19Mb was loaded into tOKo.
2. Concept Exploration
In this stage, the concepts relevant for document and community exploration are identified.
• Exploration of concept network
The focal concept is surrounded by a network of concepts relevant to
the purpose of the community. This analysis needs to be elaborate,
since it is the main factor in determining the quality of the search results. tOKo includes many facilities to perform such an in-depth
analysis.
Example: The previous step has resulted in a large corpus of blog
posts which contain words. Jane is interested in concepts, particularly concepts related to ``ice cap melting''. Sigmund [1] is a tool
part of tOKo that can identify meaningful terms. A meaningful term
is defined to be a noun phrase (without prepositional parts) or a
proper noun (e.g. names of persons, locations, etc.). An important
reason to use Sigmund is that most interesting terms, in more or less
any domain, are compound.
Sigmund returned 4211 compound terms with a frequency of least
10, many of which point to concepts the community is blogging
about. Fig. 2 gives examples of terms automatically extracted, followed by their frequency.

Fig. 2. Some significant terms found in the corpus (frequency between brackets
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Co-occurrence is a measure that generally points to semantic similarity and Jane starts exploring Sigmund terms that co-occur with "ice
cap melting". One of the terms is "global warming", and she starts
exploring it, as she thinks it is relevant. From "global warming" she
finds "climate change". Jumping from one concept to another is
visually supported by a graphically represented network of terms
with a high co-occurrence. A network of terms related to "climate
change" is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Network of terms with a high co-occurrence to "climate change"

• Identification of key concepts to be used in ranking of documents
Using the results of the previous concept exploration, the human interpreter decides which concepts are most relevant for the purposes
of the topic community. It is important to realize that the concepts to
choose from are derived from the corpus itself, so that they are already tailored to the interests of the blog communities underlying the
topic community to be formed. It is thus ensured that this expertise is
actually present, which is not the case when, say, an online thesaurus
would be used instead.
Example: When Jane sees a term in the network that might point to a
key concept she adds it to the ontology (discussed further on). Later,
these concepts are used to find the most interesting documents and
the people related to the key concept.
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3. Document Exploration
Using the relevant conceptual network defined in the previous steps,
the next step is to identify which documents best match these concepts.
• Operationalization of key concepts in search terms
The key concepts are those that not only co-occur or occur with high
frequency, but those that are related. Language offers a multitude of
mechanisms for expressing how the concepts are related and what
the relation is. A trivial example is: ``a horse is an animal''. Another
one would be: "inflation causes price increases".
Example: Jane, by chance, stumbled on ``ice cap melting which
causes a sea level rise'' in one of the posts. This phrase grammatically conforms to the following rule: NP noise to cause noise NP
(NP is noun phrase).
• Pattern search of documents on key search terms
The document set is scanned for documents matching with the defined patterns.
Example: Jane decides to use the tOKo pattern search facility in
which the search rule can be specified. In the pattern search language7, the above rule is @ ... (cause) ... @}, where @
matches a Sigmund term which is effectively a noun phrase, ...
matches the noise and (cause) matches the verb to cause. Fig. 4
shows part of the results as a concordance table. The middle part
matches the pattern and the left and right are the preceding and following text.
• Ranking of documents
Documents can be ranked on a wide range of criteria. A simple one
is the number of matches with the set of search patterns.
Example: Jane's main interest is in the document authors. Since her
search result set is only relatively small, she decides not to put a
threshold and accept all documents for further analysis.
4. Community Exploration
The output of the previous steps is that several concepts that the interpreter thinks are relevant have been identified. In this stage, the
authors of documents are analysed, both individually and their interrelationships.

7
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Fig. 4. A concordance index of "What causes what"

• Identification of document authors
Although conceptually simple, in practice the identification of
authors on the Web can be very difficult, if only because authentication is difficult and people can use multiple pseudonyms.
Example: Given that online documents, including weblog posts, do
not contain an explicit identification of who wrote them, the tool
uses a trick to identify ownership. Most weblogs have an RSS feed,
and once the RSS feed for a particular post has been identified we
can rest assured that different posts with the same RSS feed are from
the same author.
• Community analysis
With individual authors identified, the interrelationships between
people and content can be analyzed. Such analysis can become very
sophisticated, using different forms and combinations of link and
trend analysis.
- Link analysis
Our tool provides a mechanism to identify so-called conversations.
Blog conversations are sets of posts that link to each other [9]. The
larger the corpus, the more useful link analysis becomes for determining the relative importance of documents (and their authors).
Example: Jane discovers that there are few conversations in the corpus, and those that are present are not on-topic. This is unfortunate,
given that online expertise often depends on the amount of links. She
therefore decides to concentrate on the content of the posts.
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- Trend analysis
Trend analysis introduces the element of time, which can enhance
interpretations significantly, especially since communities are longterm and evolving phenomena.
Example: Given that link analysis did not uncover interesting results
for the corpus, Jane decides to perform a trend analysis. First, she
trends the original cue term "ice cap melting" (see Fig. 5). The trend
has spikes and may point to a topic that is centered around certain
events, such as the release of Al Gore's movie An Inconvenient
Truth.

Fig. 5. Trend of ice cap melting (spikes)

Next, Jane tries a more general term "global warming" and trends it
(see Fig.6). This concept seems to be on the mind of the members of
the community continuously. She now considers whether "global
warming" perhaps would have been a better cue term. Still, since ice
cap melting is such a potent symbol of the seriousness of climate
change, she decides to keep this concept for the first round of community member selection.

Fig. 6. Trend of global warming (continuous)
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• Ranking of document authors
Like for the ranking of documents, many possible ways of ranking
document authors exist. tOKo provides many options to construct
tailor-made rankings.
Example: With little time left, Jane asks the tool to identify the persons who have made the most use of the concepts she has identified
in her ontology (see Fig 7).

Fig. 7. Ontology of concepts relating to the causes and effects identified

• Interpretation of ranking
In the sequence of steps taken, a plausibly high-quality set of authors
has been identified. Given the limitations of automated analysis, a
common sense human interpretation during many of these steps is
inevitable. However, compared to brute force-search engine approaches, the pruned and ranked set of socio-technically determined
plausible results should be of much higher quality.
Example: The tool responds by showing a list of the bloggers who
most frequently use the concepts that Jane has identified. She
quickly browses the visualisations of the term clouds of the highest
ranking bloggers (see Fig. 8) and then tries to contact the, in her
eyes, most interesting candidates. If many bloggers rank highly, aggregate figures could be constructed, for example scatter plots with
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the frequency of a selected term represented by one axis, the relevance of the term by the other axis, and bloggers represented on the
plot. Such variations in visualization techniques help ensure the
scalability of our approach.

Fig. 8. Cloud of terms for a particular community member relative to other members. The bigger the term, the more this community member is using this term
relative to the community.

5. Discussion
We presented only the outline of a methodology. We have shown proof of
concept, which now needs to be tested in experiments with real topic
communities. Of course, both the conceptualization and the implementation of the technical analysis and human interpretation steps need to be refined and expanded, in order to help this initial approach develop into a
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sound and robust methodology8. Still, the import of the current results is
that we illustrate how a combined approach of machine analysis and human interpretation could be a powerful way to go for community analysis.
Surely, it will provide more useful results than mere computational approaches can when trying to identify expertise on fuzzy, complex topics.
Along the lines of the philosophy of Doug Engelbart, whose life work has
been to study the co-evolving Human System and Tool System, in particular focused on "mission-oriented communities" [10], we are interested in a
process of augmentation, rather than automation of human intelligence.
Note that the scenario involved only one person at the steering wheel,
Jane. However, to make it a truly socio-technical approach, the communities themselves need to get involved in their own member selection. Web
2.0-like approaches could be coupled to ours, in order to make this easier
to accomplish.
We used almost literal pattern searches such as `X causes ice cap melting' and `ice cap melting causes Y'. tOKo allows some very basic (concept
type) ontological relations to be defined, such as 'ocean rising is-a type of
sea level rising'. This allows the pattern search net to be cast wider, resulting in a larger recall. However, more complex ontological relations/networks could be introduced in the future to further increase precision and recall. For instance, the tOKo approach could be connected to the
linguistically grounded, community-driven and scalable ontology engineering methodologies like the DOGMA methodology developed at
STARLab [18].
In the analysis of our case, the blogosphere coverage of a document
with the key causes and effects of `ice cap melting' was an important indicator to determine somebody's level of relevance for the topic community.
Since the corpus contained relatively few linked posts, this additional indicator was relatively uninformative in our scenario, however. This probably
has to do with this particular concept still only relatively recently having
surfaced in public discourse, as indicated by the spike of posts. A term like
`green house effect' both occurs in many more posts and has a much more
continuous presence when analyzing its trend over time, thus being much
better linked.
Scalability of analysis is an important issue. For our exploratory purpose, we downloaded only around 700 posts. To truly benefit from this
analysis, many more posts need to be processed. For example, had we selected the term 'global warming', BlogPulse would have returned 70,000
items. This would have costs us many hours to download. This, however,
8
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can be remedied with relatively simple technical means to be provided by
the blog search engines. In our case, direct access to the BlogPulse database of blog posts was offered to us for future research.
Another point is the identification of authors of documents. With blog
posts this can be non-trivial. Our workaround of defining posts that come
from the same RSS feed as coming from the same author is only a proxy.
It shows the need for more standard approaches to community semantics,
such as the ontology-based methods proposed in the SemanticallyInterlinked Online Communities (SIOC)-project 9.
A related issue is that a blogger is not necessarily the creator of an idea,
as many bloggers forward ideas of others. Still, they often add their own
comments and insights, showing at least interest if not expertise. More importantly, many additional technical criteria and thresholds could be built
into the searches. For example, if terms are mentioned in only one post, the
terms are not counted. If a blogger uses many concepts and terms closely
related to the focal concept, she presumably is more knowledgeable than if
this is not the case. And so on.
Besides the importance of appropriate corpus, concept/term, and author
selection, the impact measures themselves should become much more sophisticated. Social accounting metrics, measures of the social dimensions
of online spaces, could inform the design of better indicators [17]. These
could then be implemented using tOKo. The advantage of tOKo, with its
five dimensions that can be combined in many different ways, together
with a sequence of interpretation steps as outlined in this paper, is that very
sophisticated socio-technical relevance measurement procedures and filters
can be constructed that are rooted in both what can be analyzed automatically (the dimensions) and what needs human evaluation, preferably by the
community as a whole (common sense).
In our analysis, we only looked at weblogs. There are many other resources which could be mined: mailing lists, news groups, web sites, databases, and so on. Still, the blogosphere is a good starting point, as blog
posts are often more carefully prepared than e-mails, which are less permanent. Furthermore, in general, bloggers worldwide do perceive a shared
sense of community [19], and thus could be quite willing to be invited into
a topic community that recognizes their expertise. This makes it plausible
that more extensive experiments along the lines we propose could produce
results useful to actual problem domains like sustainable development.
Topic communities could become linking pins of potentially many different blog communities that provide them with their members. Still, many
hard questions need to be answered. How can participants coming from
9
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different blog communities with different norms and cultures efficiently
build an interdisciplinary topic community? [21]. A good understanding of
the social norms of the contributing communities could help in better socio-technical designs of the topic community being formed [24]. Only then
can (online) communities emerge that are both collaborative and adversarial, in the sense that members representing different interests can still, if
not agreement, at least reach some form of consensus on what exactly they
disagree on [7].
Finally, we looked only at the selection of potential community members, which is part of the initial stage of the community lifecycle. Our approach, however, could also be used to inform other stages of the lifecycle.
For example, in the Growth-stage of a community, new people and new
ideas flow into the community, and (re)combine with existing social and
content structures [14]. Then, the focus could shift more to term and
document analysis for its own sake, in order to deal with significant
knowledge gaps.

6. Conclusion
Topic communities will become important catalysts of discussion and research on many complex interdisciplinary and societal problems. It is crucial that the most relevant experts and stakeholders can be found at the
lowest possible cost. However, the generation of such communities is far
from trivial, and goes beyond the capability of current political and scientific organizations. This is especially true with respect to vast and quickly
evolving topics like the causes, effects and solutions of environmental and
developmental crises.
In this paper, we presented a socio-technical approach for topic community member selection. It consists of a sequence of steps of human interpretation of blog analysis results provided by technical community text
analysis. The result is an efficient procedure to arrive at a set of topic
community candidate members likely to be knowledgeable about the topic
at hand.
We only outlined this approach and illustrated its feasibility by a realistic case analysis. There is still much room for improvement, both in the
conceptualization of the method steps, and the operationalization of these
steps in technical analysis procedures. Still, our main goal was not to present a mature methodology, but to demonstrate that an appropriate mix of
technical analysis and human interpretation steps can lead to plausibly useful results for topic community formation. Thus, instead of aiming for, in-
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feasible, brute force computational approaches, our goal was to demonstrate a working combination of the advantage of computers - fast analysis
of large volumes of data - with the unique strength of human beings common sense. It is our strong conviction that such socio-technical approaches augmenting communities of human interpreters are the future of
the useful mining of the wealth of community resources on the Web.
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